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The collected essays of Paul Waggener, "the Complete Transmissions" lay out the guiding

philosophy behind Operation Werewolf's founder. An unforgiving and unflinching condemnation of

the Empire of Nothing and strategies to escape it- as well as snapshots of what that world looks like

from the perspective of someone who is really living it.
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Waggener is the real deal. Very few of us are going to go as hard core tribal as him, or truly model

our behavior on that of wolves. However, if you are at all curious about tribalism, modern heathen

practices, re-wilding, or re-thinking the role of men in our culture- or frankly rethinking our whole

culture- you owe it to yourself to pick up a copy of this book.I expected it to be interesting and

provocative, but here is the surprise - Waggener is highly intelligent, and his positions are much

better thought out and articulated than one would expect.Much of the writing by modern heathens is

a mix of interesting ideas and premises with some pretty idiosyncratic thinking and personal rants. It

serves the purpose of prompting our thinking, but doesn't really lay out a fully operational alternative

to our existing western culture. Waggener is actually on to something. His ideas are cohesive,

insightful and in some cases, devastating. This little book, once read, cannot be ignored. I am older

than Waggener. I am not used to seeing this level of insight from people from his generation. I

suspected that he might just be a charismatic madman, but my impression is that he is one of

perhaps a handful of people in the modern world who have truly and fully opened themselves to

Odinnic inspiration.Read the book. It will challenge you.



Simply put: phenomenal. I've read much of Paul's previous works and he has the Outlaw mentality

that has been quietly checked from society with regulations and political correctness. Honor your

own inner strength and potential- pick up this book.

From the esoteric to the primal Paul Waggner has a firm grasp on self knowledge. If you want to be

better physically, spiritually, or mentally this is a must have. Not for for people who need safe

spaces. This collection of writings is for the individual who wants to rewild himself. To get back to

what makes us who we are. If you desire true freedom this is a must have.

Paul's writing style is clear and to the point, yet speaks to the spirit and evokes powerful imagery.

His outlook on life, techniques of self improvement, and inspiring example serve as strong

motivation for those seeking greater power and purpose in their lives.

A testament to the truth of our times, without the feel good rhetoric. Paul's writing literally got me off

my ass and into a stronger life. If you put away your false ego while reading this book, it will light

your fire.

Solid content, if you like jack Donovan's books you'll like this

Simply put, incredible. Layout is visually appealing and content is sure to rustle the jimmies of those

who accept social norms.

fantastic read. my thoughts over past decade, Paul basically wrote, what I think.9-5 bulls***

schedule you all your life away. fk that. pump iron till your muscles scream in pain. forge yourself a

modern day warrior.get mad. be angry. never stop pushing yourself.I hate weak, fat, lazy people.

there are few excuses besides truly medical.most are just undriven and lazy. they're accept

mediocrity. unacceptable.excellent read. though I do not require motivation, still stands as

such.blood & iron! hail the wolves!
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